Improved viewability in Mirador 3 with window view and thumbnail display

To make the window views and thumbnail display more accessible, Parker on the Web has streamlined what is offered in the new update.

The preview functions have not moved, but some features have changed. Once you click the icon of a book (the rectangle with a vertical line through it and horizontal line beneath), a new frame with additional options appears directly below the book icon.

The first choice to make is how you want to view the manuscript. Selecting Single will show only just page at a time. Book will show two pages at a time, like a book. Finally, you can choose to view the manuscript as a Gallery. Each page in the manuscript will be shown as a smaller tile. This allows you to quickly scroll through for particular text or images you may be looking for.

The second option available to you under Window views is if and where you would like to see thumbnails. You have three options: No thumbnails (off), thumbnails at the bottom of the page (Bottom) or thumbnails at the right of the page (Right).

This will make it easier to review manuscripts.

If you have any questions, please contact us at parker-library@corpus.cam.ac.uk.